Vibraphone Collection Tachoir Marlene Jerry
featured artist: jerry tachoir group - vibraphone collection, both published by riohcat music. this recording
features the ensemble in mostly latin tinged original compositions by marlene that while melodious enough to
be considered in the contemporary musical genre, marlène tachoir (tash´-wah) keyboards - composer instructor - on january 6th of this year, marlene was featured in a concert at the jazz education network
conference in louisville.! books - “solo vibraphone collection” - riohcat music 92! a powerful solo
performance - vibraphone | jerry tachoir - lene tachoir and published in the “solo vibraphone collection” (riohcat music) and recorded on the “jerry tachoir vibraphone video” (master study series). &c www w cmaj7 1
112 3 6 circle blue marlène tachoir. a special touch is also necessary to maintain a dynamic separation
between the melody or solo line versus the accompaniment figure. in other works the lead lines need to come
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